ZAP-70 and defects of T-cell receptor signaling.
The activation, function, and development of peripheral T lymphocytes are dependent on the ability to signal properly through the surface T-cell antigen receptor (TCR)-CD3 complex. Transmission of such signals requires the activation of specific cytoplasmic protein tyrosine kinases (PTK) associated with the TCR. Recently, mutations in one such PTK, called ZAP-70, have been shown to be responsible for a rare, autosomal recessive form of severe combined immunodeficiency syndrome (SCID) in humans. This distinctive SCID syndrome is characterized by the selective absence of peripheral CD8+ T cells and by the presence of circulating CD4+ T cells that do not respond to TCR-mediated stimuli in vitro. T-cell immunodeficiency syndromes that arise as a consequence of inherited mutations in either the CD3epsilon or CD3gamma subunit proteins have also been described in rare patients. Absence of these TCR components results in severely decreased expression of the surface TCR-CD3 complex and defective signal transduction through the TCR. In this report, the clinical, laboratory, and molecular findings of these immunodeficiency disorders are described, insights are provided by these inherited defects into the pathways of TCR signal transduction, and T-cell development is discussed.